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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 304, Sunday July 29, 2012
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Moon Wobbles
During the Earth wobble, the Earth moves in space, the magnetic N Pole shoved away by the magnetic N
Pole of Planet X and then later bouncing back. Thus objects like the Moon would appear to move in the
sky, during wobble points. The Earth wobble shows up on satellite images, as the globe moves under the
satellite, the clouds twisting first this way and later that way during the Figure 8 of the wobble. Those who
have had opportunity to observe the wobble while looking at the Moon have reported rapid motion in a
short period of time. To date this has not been captured on film by the startled observers, but Gordon
James Gianninoto quite unintentionally captured the wobble on the evening of July 3, 2012 at 8:26 pm.
Jumping up to snap the Full Moon on the horizon, he took a second snap 20 seconds later to ensure a
good result, and later was astonished to find he had captured the Moon on the move. Of course, this is
the Earth on the move, but to those standing on the surface, it appears the Moon is moving.

These two photos I took from the same camera position within less than one minute apart at sunset on
July 3rd, show the moon not rising with the sky at 1 degree each four minutes, but sliding south, without
gaining altitude, at least half the diameter of the moon, 1 degree in less than 60 seconds. Normally, any
photos of the moon rising would show it going up in the next frame, 1 degree every 4 minutes with the
sky. But here we have the moon moving horizontally more than 1 degree and not gaining any elevation, in
two consecutive photos both saved as being taken in the same minute, 8:26 pm July 3rd, 2012. The
camera is a 14 MP and it processes the image, displays it on the LCD screen, and is ready to take
another picture about no more than 20 seconds later than the first. Perhaps 10 seconds. I wanted to take
the photos and run back inside to avoid the bugs. I did not change the zoom, the focus, or the exposure. I
did not delay between photos. About 6 months ago, I saw Orion rise in the NE, then Sirius, and went in for
half an hour. When I went back out, Orion and Sirius had not risen one bit but had slid about 75 degrees
to the south. That was from the wobble as well.
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At 8:26 in New England, on July 3, 2012, the Moon is in the SE. The globe, in the midst of its Figure 8
wobble, has the Sun high noon over the Pacific. The Figure 8 wobble moves in such a way that the view
toward the SE from New England would have the globe moving up, under the Moon, such that the Moon
would appear to jump to the right and drop. This coincides with what Gordon captured, the Moon
suddenly jumping to the right as he pointed his camera at the rising Moon at Azimuth 127, in the SE. The
Ecliptic in the view from New England is slanted from lower left to upper right. The Moon should very
slowly move along the Ecliptic rising, not dropping or remaining in place, as the evening progressed. It
certainly should not jump directly to the right in less than a minute.

The Zetas have predicted a more severe and detectable wobble, in the war on the cover-up, with the
wobble increasing and the rate of increase accelerating.
ZetaTalk Observation 6/16/2012: The Council of Worlds has threatened a series of shocks increasingly
devastating to the cover-up. The presence of Planet X was frankly obvious during the recent lunar eclipse
and Venus transit, and the Earth wobble is raising questions even among those who do not look to the
skies. They’re not going to go away, they’re going to continue.
ZetaTalk Observation 7/14/2012: Progress in this matter is gradual, as the establishment can see this will
not last forever and evidence handed to the common man has an upward and exponential trend. The
Earth wobble has been increased so that the Sun almost appears to rise in the North at times, and the
Moon Swirls of Planet X are visible naked eye around the Sun, seen by many and captured on video.
What goes on in the minds of those at the helm in the establishment when they realize the common man
can absolutely ascertain the Earth wobble by the position of the Sun, and are doing so! There has been
steadfast erosion in the ranks. This trend has pock marked the ranks of the establishment determined to
maintain the cover-up so that it looks like Swiss cheese, rather than a wall of solid determination.

Second Great Depression
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At the start of the ZetaTalk saga, the Zetas predicted the world will fall into a Second Great Depression. In
December, 1999 they predicted the Stock Market collapse that occurred in 2008. In July, 2002 they
predicted the bursting of the real estate bubble, which peaked in 2006 and then rapidly collapsed, and
asserted the world was in fact already in a Second Great Depression. The state of the economy at that
time was covered in Issue 110 of this newsletter on December 21, 2008, at the end of the Bush
administration. In December, 2008 the Zetas reiterated their depression prediction and asserted by 2012
the world would be overtaken by the Earth changes associated with the pending Pole Shift, and unable to
pull itself out of the economic depression. Certainly, in 2012, weather related disasters, crop shortages,
and bankruptcies are at an all-time high - worldwide.
ZetaTalk Prediction 12/15/1999: Between the present and when there will surely be a crash of banks that
cannot be sustained and the barter system essentially returns, there is an end game in play. Most stocks
are inflated beyond their value, very few are not, and they can fall to 1/4 of their value before they settle
with the public feeling they have some confidence in the stock and that it cannot be worth less.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/20/2002: The real estate bubble will likewise burst when the current weather
problems and lack of insurance coverage prove this to be hollow. The percent of the workforce to be
affected is already increasing, and look to the Depression era, worldwide, for expected results. During the
coming depression, which is in fact in place but denied by the media and powers that be, one should look
to the past Great Depression as an example of things to come.
ZetaTalk Prediction 12/13/2008: The world will not emerge from this second Great Depression as it did
the last. The reasons are many fold. The pole shift will overtake the world prior to 2012, and going into
that time disasters will be increasing, insurance companies will be going bankrupt, crop failures will be
increasing and illness will be increasing. The outcome will be different this time because any success will
be societal, in Service-to-Other communities who will eventually merge with high tech alien centers
operating in the Service-to-Other orientation.
But as confidence is the name of the game, everyone from bankers to politicians have denied the
depression label and called it a recession, or a double dip recession, or some other term. Due to FDIC
protecting bank accounts, and unemployment insurance helping those put out of a job, and the welfare
blanket that was primarily not in place during the first Great Depression – this avoidance was possible.
But now the term is belatedly getting headlines!
How Close Are We to New Great Depression?
July 16, 2012
http://www.cnbc.com/id/48193471
The risk of a new depression — a sustained, severe recession — has struck fear into the heart of markets
and driven monetary policy in developed economies since the current financial crisis began. When we
broke the link between money and gold, this removed all constraints on credit creation. This explosion of
credit created the world we live in, but it now seems that credit cannot expand any further because the
private sector is incapable of repaying the debt it has already, and if credit begins to contract, there’s a
very real danger that we will collapse into a new Great Depression. The explosion in cheap credit has
been widely blamed for the global financial crisis, but the debate about how to fix the problem continues.
The increase in government debt is making total debt grow, otherwise we would already have collapsed in
to a debt-deflation death spiral.

Cover-up Collapse
The Zetas have recently predicted that the cover-up over Planet X will be ending, most likely by an
announcement by Obama that Nibiru is indeed in the inner solar system and causing the magnetic
interference, the Earth wobble, and the wild weather extremes. He will of course stop short of saying the
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Zetas were right all along.
ZetaTalk Prediction 6/16/2012: What would be the outcome of admitting that there is a planet in the inner
solar system? They could make a general announcement. They could have Obama make this. He could
explain that the issue had been under security directives to avoid panic but that it is coming closer and
becoming more obvious and they feel that the public needs to know. They could present diagrams
showing where Planet X is positioned, and explain what it’s doing to the Earth, causing the wobbling and
weather changes. They would say they’re not sure what the outcome will be but that the public will be
kept informed, then walk off the podium and let some scientist take over to explain all the details.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/14/2012: Council of Worlds is facing off against the cover-up. Who is winning and
who losing, and how might this end? Most of the battle is behind the scenes, in the consciousness of the
public and the discussions in smoke filled rooms of the establishment. Contactees, who are now of a
number approaching billions, are aware of the presence of Planet X and that their governments and in
many cases their religious leaders have been lying to them. Those in charge of the cover-up are
becoming increasingly polarized, which was frankly expected in situations like this, so that even as it
weakens it appears, on the surface, to be hardening. Progress in this matter is gradual, as the
establishment can see evidence handed to the common man has an upward and exponential trend.
What will emerge, on the media, after the announcement? One can sense the rustling around as various
Internet personalities try to arrange a place on the stage, as someone who predicted this, who was
warning the public all along, or who was caught (poor things) in the demands of the establishment that
they lie, lie, lie to the public. We will certainly have NASA, now explaining where Planet X is at present
and giving us updates on its progress. Never mind that they singled Nancy Lieder out as the person not to
listen to, in the past. Both Don Yeomans and Dick Morrison, senior men at NASA, made it a point to
mention me by name as the one person you should NOT listen to. Perhaps the Bad Astronomer guy, Phil
Plait will be happy to explain why his website has dripped with ridicule all these many years. Just doing
his civic duty, you know! And then there are the many who have claimed Planet X either is not real or
claim it is out near Jupiter, even though photographic evidence shows the Moons of Planet X wafting
between the Earth and Sun. The establishment no doubt will try to arrange preferential treatment of their
lap dogs, but is there any evidence on what their preferences might be? Surprisingly, it seems they do not
want military leaks to be on that list!
The John Moore show, 11 July 2012. A soldier in the military gave John Moore a call 10 July (according
to the show) telling him that the last week the military have been conducting briefings for soldier families
living on the East, West and Gulf Coast of the US. The soldiers were told about a planet that have
entered the solar system called Nibiru and are to be causing very severe problems, much worse than
what the world now is experiencing. Their families should prepare and be put on standby and ready to
leave with little notice. So my question is: Why are they now informing military personal (if the show
speaks the truth)? Is it an altruistic action or another agenda in play here? Clearly they are not informing
the public. [and from another] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjCrehCZc9c private and trusted source
… These kind of briefings would take place .. 6 weeks to 3-4 months ahead at most … my source .. both
mature men and both Viet Nam vets … my source is not the dependent … the original source does not
even know they are a source.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/21/2012: John Moore’s source was provided false information to embarrass John
Moore, and discredit him. Given that the cover-up is so tense, the fear of a breach among those in the
know so heightened that anyone even suspected of planning to leak information to the public is killed,
what is the likelihood that dependents in the US military, en mass, would be informed? The concept is
ludicrous, and anyone entertaining the concept a fool. The cover-up is poised to make an announcement,
by Obama, a worldwide broadcast announcing the presence of Nibiru, aka Planet X, nearby. When such
an announcement is made, the cover-up is most concerned about maintaining control of the message. In
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that ZetaTalk has been on target since its birth in 1995, even tracking Planet X into the inner solar system
in 2003 with documented evidence, it cannot be disputed. It is also too widely known to be eliminated and
has proven resistant to being discredited. But there are dozens of individuals, generating their own
prophecies and garnering their own following, who will try to grab the stage. The cover-up wants to be the
voice that is listened to, in control of the message, and thus these other human sources of information are
being taken down, ahead of time.

Drought and Deluge
Knowing that the Earth wobble would develop after Planet X entered the inner solar system in 2003, the
Zetas made some astonishingly accurate weather predictions at the start of the ZetaTalk saga in 1995. It
is the wobble, and its effect on tides and air currents, that is causing the weather extremes and trends,
and they knew the wobble was coming.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/15/1995: All attempts to explain the changes based on Global Warming from the
Greenhouse effect will run into snags as the weather will refuse to be predictable. Areas of the world
which have been deserts throughout mankind's memory will become swamps under constant and
repeated rains. Temperate climates used to periodic gentle rainfall will suffer intractable droughts. Then
this will switch about, for no apparent reason.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/29/2005: We warned at the start of ZetaTalk, in 1995, that unpredictable weather
extremes, switching about from drought to deluge, would occur and increase on a lineal basis up until the
pole shift. Where this occurred steadily, it has only recently become undeniable. ZetaTalk, and only
ZetaTalk, warned of these weather changes, at that early date.
Has this occurred? Just compare the drought map of the US in June, 2007 to the current 2012 drought
map. The drought is threatening to cripple the ability of the US to feed itself.

America burning: Drought Devastating 26 States is the Largest Natural Disaster Area in U.S. History
July 12, 2012
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2172931/Drought-devastating-26-states-largest-natural-disaster
Severe drought conditions plaguing more than half of the United States has developed into the largest
natural disaster area in the country’s history. The United States Department of Agriculture declared
natural disasters for 26 states and more than 1,000 counties because of the extreme drought that has
destroyed crops in farms throughout the nation.
Widespread Crop Failures Likely in U.S. this Summer
July 5, 2012
http://etfdailynews.com/2012/07/05/agriculture-record-heat-and-drought-is-devastating-crops
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The lack of rainfall nationally has caused drought conditions from coast to coast. If temperatures continue
to stay this high and we don’t start seeing more rain, farmers and ranchers all over the nation are going to
be absolutely devastated. So what happens if we do see widespread crop failures throughout the United
States? That is a question that is frightening to think about.
Deluge has likewise worsened just recently. Case in point is the deadly floods in Japan the storms in
Edmonton with humongous hail, the storms in the Czech Republic likewise with humongous hail, and a
deluge in Moscow so sudden the cars were covered in an instant. Note the dates on the article, ranging
from July 5-13, 2012, a period of a week where deluge, humongous hail, and lightning storms occurred all
while the US is so dry that half the states are being declared a national disaster region. Clearly, the Zeta
prediction on drought and deluge has proved true.

Japan: Deadly Floods and Landslides hit Kyushu, at Least 10 Killed, 20 Missing
July 12, 2012
http://www.rt.com/news/japan-rains-evacuation-floods-031/
At least 10 people died, 20 were missing and 50,000 were ordered to evacuate as the heaviest rainfall on
record pounded Oita and Kumamoto prefectures in northern Kyushu. Emergency workers in Kumamoto
Prefecture responded to multiple reports of mudslides swallowing houses and people being trapped, with
access roads blocked by mud or gushing water. Self-Defense Force troops have been deployed with
nearly 100 millimeters of rain falling in a hour in some areas. Particularly in Kumamoto and Oita
prefectures, we are seeing the heaviest rain that (the region) has ever experienced.
Massive Storm Floods Edmonton Streets
July 12, 2012
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/story/2012/07/12/edmonton-thunderstorm-flooding.html
Firefighters spent much of the morning rescuing people from submerged vehicles, with at least 18 cars
becoming trapped due to rainstorm. Epcor reported 15 electrical circuits knocked out by lightning.
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Extreme Storms and Record High Temps in the Czech Republic
July 6, 2012
http://zpravy.idnes.cz/bourka-v-jiznich-cechach-0wl-/domaci.aspx?
On the contrary, Moravia had temperature records. A very strong storm swept through South Bohemia.
The storms are very strong gusts of wind speeds of up to 90 miles per hour and hail. In Moravia, the
situation was different, there fell temperature records.
Freak Storm Batters Moscow, Cars Swamped by Floods
July 13, 2012
http://www.rt.com/news/moscow-rain-storm-effects-122/
A brief but ferocious thunderstorm flooded the historic center of the Russian capital on Friday. Cars had to
plow through more than a foot of water and three people were killed by lightning. The rain lasted less than
half an hour, but flooded more than a dozen streets.
Is Global Warming the cause? The Zetas likewise made it clear from the start of the ZetaTalk saga that
this was a cover for the Earth changes caused by Planet X. From the start, scientists were silenced while
the UN, Al Gore and the British scientists at the helm of the scam claimed noisily that all scientists agreed
with the claims. Then Climategate broke in November, 2009 revealing that fraudulent data has been used
to promote the theory. Now that the weather and other evidence is proving the Global Warming theories
increasingly untenable, scientist are speaking out. We can only hope that those scientists suppressed by
the cover-up over the presence of Planet X become as courageous.
“Climate Science” in Shambles: Real Scientists Battle UN Agenda
July 13, 2012
http://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/11998
More than 31,000 scientists in the United States have signed a petition urging the U.S. government to
reject the kinds of AGW policies proposed by the UN and environmental extremists. There is no
convincing scientific evidence that human release of carbon dioxide, methane, or other greenhouse
gasses is causing or will, in the foreseeable future, cause catastrophic heating of the Earth’s atmosphere
and disruption of the Earth’s climate. More than 1,000 internationally renowned scientists have gone
further; they have not merely signed a petition, but have made public statements challenging key claims
of the AGW alarmists. Forget any notion that 4,000 scientists supported the claim or even the 3750+
people as mentioned by the IPCC. Also forget any notion that all 2890 individuals who were authors,
reviewers or both supported the claim. The only explicit evidence is for support from just less than 60
individuals.
ZetaTalk Comment 6/25/2011: How to salvage the Global Warming excuse? This has been the darling of
the cover-up crowd, the reason for the erratic weather, the high tides and rising seas, even the reason the
world's populace should shift to a more vegetarian diet and less reliance on fossil fuels. Poorly managed,
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this ultimately was revealed for the hoax it is, data manipulated at the highest levels. Now those who have
been hurt by legislated demands that they adjust their carbon footprint are furious and demanding blood.
Should Al Gore apologize? The Global Warming hoax marched past the revelation of their fraudulent data
and they will march past lack of cooperation from Obama, holding firm as the alternative is unthinkable.
The alternative is humiliation, but more than that it would raise the question of why such a fraud was
considered necessary. However, apologies will not be forthcoming due to the humiliation factor, even
when the presence of Planet X is obvious.
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